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During World War II, I commanded squadrons 
in air support of combat troops during amphibious 
invasions. I assure the reader that this is not printed 
to boast. But to establish my professional qualifica
tions on a specific aspect of the Cuban "crisis", I 
must mention that my knowledge of camouflage, and 
particularly of how to penetrate camouflage, was con
sidered good enough by the U.S. Navy so that I was 
made an instructor in the subject for fleet and Ma
rine pilots. Commander, Air Force, Pacific, gave 
me a letter of commendation for my camouflage work. 

With that established, let me state that ONLY 
KENNEDY'S AWE-INSPIRING POSITION AS PRES
IDENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE 
FACT THAT OUR PEOPLE HAVE BECOME TOO 
MENTALLY FLACCID TO THINK OR TO RE-
SIST THE JEWISH PUBLIC RELATIONS HOOPLA 
KEEPS MR. KENNEDY FROM BEING IMPEACHED 
OR EVEN LYNCHED FOR HIS BRUTALLY GROSS 
LIES ON THE CUBAN "CRISIS" ' 

Readers will remember that more than a month 
before the "crisis", we accurately predicted it, 
(Rockwell Report, No. 23, Sept. 15, 1962) and pre
dicted that it would NOT get Communism out of Cuba-
but that it was for the specific purpose of getting 
Kennedy PINKOES into the Congress in the upcoming 
elections, and, most important, TO MAKE AN ANTI
COMMUNIST HERO OUT OF KENNEDY TO WRECK 
THE GROWING RIGHT-WING MOVEMENT. 

And not only have THESE predictions been 
accurate, but our prediction that the reds were 
"dumping" Castro because of his anti-Jewishness 
is also coming true, with the papers actually head
lining last night (Nov. 12) that he was, quote, "being 
DUMPED", unquote! Sooner or later Mr. Castro 
will be gone, and a more acceptable Kosher Com
munist will be "acclaimed" by the people. 

In view of our precise predictions of the Cuban 
"crisis", how can any sincere American, liberal or 
conservative, maintain either that we are ''hate
crazed lunatics"--or that Kennedy and his vile gang 
of Harvard-Unitarian-red-Jews are anything but the 
rotten liars and betrayers of our Nation and our race 
which they are? 

At the beginning of this article, I pointed out 
that I can speak as a professional expert on the sub
ject of camouflage and the penetration of camouflage. 

One look at the "documentary photographs" 
presented by Mr. Kennedy to back up his absurd 
claim that he was "shocked" by the "sudden" build
up of missiles in Cuba should convince even an arm
chair general in any American home that our _Presi-
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dent is a LIAR. (With the unavoidable conclusion 
that his PURPOSE in lying can be nothing less than 

• TREASON!) 

Bases for even inter1nediate range ballistic 
missiles take months- to build! Everybody in Amer
ica, EXCEPT our President knew about the missiles 
for at least three MONTHS! And, if they were in
tended for a sneak attack, as we are supposed to be 
frightened into believing, they would certainly be 
CAMOUGLAGED with all the genius and skill possi
ble. 

BUT THE CUBAN lVIISSILE BASES WERE 
NOT CAMOUFLAGED AT ALLI IN FACT, ANY 
PHOTO-INTERPRETER CAN TESTIFY THAT 
THEY WERE OBVIOUSLY SET UP AS OSTEN
TATIOUSLY AS POSSIBLE, WITH THE SPECIFIC 
INTENTION OF PROVIDlNG "·EVIDENCE" .OF 
lVIISSILE BASES. -Since few people ar,e photo;.. 
interpreters, the stage managers ◊f this vile and 
treasonable fraud on the American people made 
the bases SO OBVIOUS that, if the American people 
could still THINK, as did the men who foundep this 
Country, Kennedy would have had .to flee for his life 
ten minutes after his broadcast. 

·• ,Just in case there was ·any doubt in the mind 
of the dullest sucker--the stage managers ACTUALLY 
PUT FLOOD-LIGHTS ON THEIR "EXHIBITS", as 
the missiles were going up! 

Can you imagine the Japs on the way to Pearl 
Harbor for THEIR genuine sneak attack, putting 
FLOOD-LIGHTS ON. THEIR SHIPS? 

How DUMB can our people GET? 

Two days before the "sudden" "crisis", Gromyko 
comes to the White House for super PRIVATE talks 
with Red Jack in his Harry Golden rocker. We believe 
that conference was for the specific purpose of SET
TING UP the "sudden crisis" to occur with precision 
only DAYS before the election--and SAFETY FROM 
AN UNPLANNED "INCIDENT"--WIDCH lVIIGHT 
HAVE FORCED KENNEDY OR RED JACK TO 
ACTUALLY FIGHT A BIT! 

To sum it all up--here we have a President 
of the United States suddenly coming before the 
people of America on TV and telling them what every 
schoolboy in the Country knew for months--that the 
Communists were building up a huge base in Cuba, 
but that he "SUDDENLY"--A FEW DAYS BEFORE 
THE ELECTION--received information of the mis
sile build-up which had beEn going on under LIGHTS! 

The people are cleverly FRIGHTENED to 



death with preparations for thermo-nuclear catas
trophe, while Red Jack poses nobly on the ramparts 
defying the terrible Khrushchev and his big bombs. 

But our masterful, "anti-communist" leader, 
good old Red Jack, successfully calls the "bluff" of 
the awful Communist boogey man, and, only HOURS 
before the election, Khrushchev obligingly CRAWLS 
at the feet of "anti-communist" leader, Kennedy! 
He turns his ships around, and even lets Red Jack 
come aboard his returning ships to EMPHASIZE 
how he is crawling before our own masterful 
"leader"! • 

Again, just as we predicted, PRECISELY as 
we predicted, ALL the John Birch Society candi
d~tes in the election are WHIPPED, where all 
signs before the Cuban "crisis" pointed to their 
victory! What need of a John Birch Society to fight 
the reds, when our own President has PROVEN 
himself as the "fearless fighter" and "leader'' who 
can whip the devil himself, old Mr. K.? 

The whole thing STINKS--and should disgust 
the "conservatives" who have been playing it "cool" 
on the Jewish problem, and afraid of us because we 
are too "radical". Only our own COUNTER DRA
MATIC METHODS can beat these stage-managed 
crowd-manipulators of the Jews. We, alone among 
all the political pundits and analysts were able to 
call the shots on the Cuban "crisis"--and the abil
ity to predict accurately is never the mark of lunacy 
or stupidity, but of a CORRECT APPRAISAL of 
FACTS. 

There are three good results of all this 
idiocy and treason. 

First, we are slowly FORCING those who still 
imagine we are "hate-crazed lunatics" to recognize 
that we know what we are doing, and are a political 
factor to be reckoned with. Most of the top journal
ists and 'politicians in Washington get the ROCKWELL 
REPORT, and they cannot help but be impressed with 
our continuous ability to beat all of them at figuring 
out what seems to them to be chaos. Bit by bit, the 
right-wing is also being forced to recognize our 
steady rightness and our relentless drive t() success, 

in spite of the manufactured hustility of what appears 
to be thl whole world. 

Second., K,,amedy and his Harvard- Unitarian
Jew manipulators from the ADA have helped the Nazi 
Party prove its point about the "nice" right-wing-
that they can't stand up or even survive against the 
utterly unscrupulous, terroristic Jew-left. The 
Birch Society, already fading slowly away under 
the naked terrorism of the Jews and their lies is 
now left high and dry with the red tide of Com:nunism 
apparently "swept back" by fearless Jack and his 
trusty PT-109! Time and again, the timid general
ship of these "conservatives" proves unequal to the 
smashing and brilliant attacks of the Jews! The 
Cuban "crisis" is one more nail in the coffin of 
feeble, panty-waist conservatism, and another steel
girder in the solid growth of the American Nazi P.;.rty. 

Finally, just as with almost everything the 
Jews are trying these days, the Cuban "crisis" will 
BACK-FIRE! 

If we have won the first "victory" over Mr. K. 
by standing up to him--as the stage managers have 
been forced to make it appear--then the liars and 
manipulators are going to be plagued to death by 
honest, if gulled, Americans, with the demand for 
MORE such victories. ''If STRENGTH worked in 
Cuba", _will be the chant--"why not in BERLIN?-
In South America?--Wherever Communism sticks 
up its head?" 

The liars and swindlers will come up with 
smooth answers, of course, --but their machinery 
is already beginning to creak; their magic-threads 
are beginning to show a little; their hypnotized sub
jects are beginning to twitch and might soon AWAKEN! 

And that's what WE are waiting for. 

We shall continue to predict correctlv and 
analyze correctly to win over the few thinkers. And 
we are continuing to make loud and effective NOISE 
in public--to awaken our sleeping people and bring 
them at last up off their backs and their knees--and 
on to their FEET! 

THE BEATING HEART OF AMERICA 
APACHE PASS, NEW MEXICO NOVEMBER 9 

' ' 1962: For the past three weeks I have been "hem-
stitching" a zig-zag path around the L--SA on the High
ways of America in a 1953 Cadillac made available 
to us by two Party Members. 

This is being written in the back seat, while 
Storm Leader Gary Smith roars through New Mexi-

co on the way to our next rendezvous with Party Mem
bers or supporters. In the way we have put FIVE 
THOUSAND MILES ON THE OLD CADDY IN 
THREE WEEKS, believe it or not! 

It has been difficult trying to get to as many 
cities and towns as I would like to along the route, 
and we have often been unable to locate our friends 
in the brief time available in each area. I hope no-



body will feel hurt that I did not see him or her, and 
that all our people will reflect that it is a lot differ
ent driving around as "George Lincoln Rockwell", 
"U.S. Nazi chier• and "king of the Hate Agitators", 
as the newspapers along the way have characterized 
me, -- and being an ordinary citizen driving along the 
highways visiting friends. 

In Houston, where I was visiting some of my 
oldest friends, the ADL discovered my trail, in spite 
of every precaution, and pressured the police de
partment to put what is called a "rough shadow" on 
us. This means that we were followed by a dozen or 
so detective,s and police cars in such an OBVIOUS 
manner that the victim ,is unable to do anything in 
a normal manner, -- especially visit unpublicized 
friends and supporters. They knew I would not com
promise such good people by driving up with a whole 
cortege of police. cars with flashing red lights and de
tectives in trench-coats, pulled-down fedoras, and 
cigars, like Dick Tracy. So I chose, this titne, to 
leave town, rather than embarrass the good and 
brave people who have stood with us. But first I 
went to the Police Department and offered any infor
mation on myself or the Party they might want, and 
assured them there was no real need for the Keystone 
cop act all. over town. 

At the police station, the press, discovering 
I wanted no publicity, happily accomodated me with 
maximum coverage. So, in view of the fact that I 
could do nothing more in Houston THIS trip, I let 
them "have it" with both barrels, and managed to get 
a good bit of shocking TRUTH to hundreds of thous
ands of people in pretty good TV interviews. (I a
gree with Nixon's recent statement, -- ''Thank God 
for the TV and radio". The TV newsmen do not 
seem to be as completely taken over as the news
papers, and continue to amaze me, -- and horrify 
the Jews, I am sure, -- with relatively truthful 
coverage of our activities, while the Jew press 
either blacks us out completely or rails at me as 
"Queen of the Nazis", etc, etc). 

In spite of such harrassments, I have really 
le.1.rned some wonderful things about our great Coun
try and the mighty White race which built it, as I 
met dozens of our members and supporters, --
many of them alone and seemingly isolated in their 
villages or great cities. 

I discovered, in Waco, Texas, for instance, 
that two of our friendr had lived only a BLOCK away 
from each other for many years and neither knew of 
the other, while writing regularly to National Head
quarters in Arlington! But the most frequent and 
heartening discovery was that, in spite of the un
precedented-in-all-history smear job being done 
every day by the Jews against Adolph Hitler and his 
pioneering RACISM, most of our trienc. q were find
ing MORE AND MORE people privately wh.ispering 
"Hitler was .RIGHT!" The effort of the Jews is to 
keep each American thinking that he is ALONE in 

this secret and growing conviction that ''Hitler 
was right!" But their lies and terrorism won't 
work much longer. As we continue to grow and 
survive the worst the Jews can throw at us, more 
and more people are whispering this deadly slogan 
to their neighbors, just as we planned. Eventually 
that slogan will flood out across this country thru 
all White Gentile countries, until it becomes such 
a mighty roar that the Jew liars can't hide it any • 
more. 

For those who think this is an exageration, re
flect on what YOU would have said only FOUR YEARS 
ago if you had been asked what chance of survival a 
groui;i of open NAZIS would have, going around the 
country preaching the naked racism of Adolph Hit-
ler and the gassing of Jew traitors! 

Today, in every village and great city, every
where I go, reporters, policemen, waiters, high
school kids, bus-drivers and every other kind of A
merican have one or two among them brave enough 
to sidle up to me with a sort of "shining horror" 
look in their eyes and whisper, "You're RIGHT by 
God! Stick with it! There's more with you than you 
know!" 

Well they are RIGHT, -- and they are also 
WRONG! 

There ARE millions of Americans, right this 
minute, who privately agree with us strongly, but 
DARE not admit this even to YOU, their neighbor, 
for FEAR OF THE JEWS, as the Bible puts it! They 
do not want their wife and children to starve. But 
let our phoney economy "blow"~ -- as it is cioing 
with our gold pouring out, -- and these millions of 
secret Nazis will have nothing to lose when they are 
jobless and broke by coming into the open. 

And those who whisper "there are more with 
you than you know" are WRONG. Because we DO 
know. I would be a fool to keep fighting with our 
tiny band of brave men under the banner of the White 
Race, the SWASTIKA, if I didn't know that someday 
we will burst suddenly from a persecuted little 
group into a mighty mass-movement which will 
shake the earth and smash communism and race
mixing, -- as National Socialism did in Japan, Ger
many, Italy and Spain. 

I have been listening to the beating heart of 
America. And that heart is not weak. It is NOT 
infected with REAL love of race-mixing or Com
munist Jewry, -- but each American imagines 
that HE ALONE is beginning to feel that ''HITLER 
WAS RIGHT! " 

We are getting these isolated Americans to
gether. Only one at a time at first, but there are 
millions of them, and no other group in America 
has the courage to PROVE it has the GUTS to pro-



vide the leadership these people are looking for, -
because no other group dares to admit and preach 
the F1NAL, DEADLY truth about the world's fore
most racist, Adolph Hitler! 

When the~e millions of isolated, fed-up A
mericans are together at last it will be a force 
which nothing, and certainly not Jew liars, can 
stand! 

APOLOGY TO GE.RALD L.K.SMITH 
LOS ANGELES, 13 NOVEMBER: The 

last few issues of the Cross and the Flaghave 
been getting more and more outspoken on the 
subject of the world's foremost racist and anti
communist leader, Adolph Hitler. Gerald L. K. 
Smith has never attacked me directly, although, 
for a: long time after I began to be effective in 
the fight, he printed back-hand remarks that . 
"those who fight the Jews without doing so under 
the Cross of Jesus Christ are working for the. 
devil" • 

I have been cussing out Gerald for being a 
profiteer, and putting out disgusting, money
grubbing, tear-jerking pieces which tend to pros
titure our holy cause. 

He STILL won't get out in public with his 
God-given gifts as an orator, and still sends out 
thEl heart-rending letters. 

But I have heard more and more reports 
that he may be getting ready to stand up in PUBLIC 
at last, and F1GHT, -- as he used to. (He started 
out with Huey Long, and was actually one of William 
Dudley PeUey's Storm Troop Leaders in the Silver 
~hirts, until that got too ''hot")o 

I am going to hear this master orator speak 
tonight in Los Angeles, and will soon know for 
myself whether he is still DOING business or 
whether he MEANS business. 

If he means business, -- I will be the first 
to apologize to this political genius and off~r him 
any help I can give him. 

If he is still DOING business, I shall do what 
I can to expose him in spite of the groans of other 
right-wingers that we should all "stick-together." 

When our Race and Nation is backed to the 
wall fighting for itsverylife, -- NO MAN who calls 
himself a fighting patriot has the right to confine 
his "fight" to private meetings with big collections 
and luxurious living. Can you'imagine one of 
George Washington's best generals confining him
self to private meetings in his luxurious home 
while American Patriots FROZE and STARVED 
at Valley Forge? NO! That is wicked waste at a 
time when every last ounce of energy is desperate
ly needed in the battle of SURVIVAL. 

If Smith is really "coming out", as appears 
to be the case, -- WELCOME! Let's stand toget
her and F1GHT the bastards, not each other! 

WUNS FIGH,TS ON 
LONDON REPORT: The judge pronounced 

sentence and the guards surrounded the handsome 
broad shouldered man standing before the bench. 
The murmer of those in court as spectators grew 
quiet as the man turned around and faced themo 
His eyes pierced the room, comm44-l;..,,~ atten
tion. 

The man was C'llin Jordan, first Leader of 
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the World Union Of National Socialistso He began 
to speak, loud, determined and clear: 

"Nothing will stop us! ", he said. "As long 
as I live or as long as my opponents allow 
me to db s'o, I shall fight for what I believe to be 
right for my race and nation. I am guilty of being 
anti-Jewish because I love my country and hate 
what the Jews have done to it." 



FINAL l'OSE , •• JORDAN AT HIS HEAOQUARTF.RS YESTERDAY BEFORE HE WENT TO JAIL 

Cheers broke out among the crowd. A wo
man burst into tears and raced forward sobbing, 
"God Bless· him!" 'JGod Bless that man!" 

•. 

A policeman reluctantly restrained her, and • 
was heard to utter, "That chap has guts." 

Outside the courtroom, a BNSM ·aide an
nounced: "The future of world National Social
ism is now in Commander Lincoln Rockwell's 
hands." 

Instantly, youths began to chant: "Lg.pg Live 
Jordan!" "Long Live Rockwell!" 

A BNSM man ]umped up on a podium and 
shouted: "Long Live WUNS ! " "Long Live WUNS ! ", 
the crowd roared back! 

With the cheers of his supporters ringing in 
his ears, Colin Jordan, who also heads the Brit:
ish National Socialist Movement, defiantly marched 
off to a 9 month prison term. With him, shoulder 
to shoulder, marched 3 aides, Deputy John Tyndall 
for 6 months, and Section Leaders, Roland Kerr
Ritchie and Dennis Pirie, each for 3 months. 

C'onducting their own defense, the British 
Nazis were acquitted of more serious charges, but 
were convicted of violating the "Public Order Act" 
on the grounds that they allegedly led an organiza
tion which "aroused reasonable apprehension." 
( The Communist Party, apparently, is not an or
ganization which arouses reasonable apprehension. ) 

The charges against the British patriots cen
tered around the formation of Spearhead, the BNSM 
street force. 

The two week long trial, the most sensation
al in Britain since the war, was frequently high
lightet' by brilliant oration from Jordan, w!\o un
til recto.,tlv was a University professor. Cheers 
from supporrers often followed and lasted until 
order could be restored. 

At one point during cross-examination, the 
British Nazi Leader gave the Nazi salute and 
said: "Anyone who takes the fact that we are giv
ing this salute as a sign we are going to attack 
our opponents wants his head examined. 11 

" 
In a brilliant summation, Jordan told the 

court: ''We are National Socialists and we .are 
anti-Jewish and we are proud of it. Whatever 
happens tp.e National Socialists will march on! 11 

British legal minds scored the convictiat.'3 
as a "dangerous precedent" and a "definite im-
pairment of free speeeh. " ' 

The British Nazis are appealing. 

After the trial, a "Fight On" rally was 
held back at BNSM Party Headquarters. Party 
aide, Martin Webster, declared to .a cheering 

. throng:. "The Leader has been imprisoned but 
we will fight on! This has only inspired us fur
ther!" 

He held up stacks of mail and announced 
that interest in the case had brought on a flood 
of membership requests and was swelling Party 
ranks. • 

"National Socialism will triumph! We 
fight on!", he shouted, almost hoarse. Cries of 
"Fight On", roared back. 

• Uniformed BNSM men made up placards 
and marched into the streets to demonstrate on 
behalf of their Lea_der. Bands of White youths and 
workers joined in the parade. Chants of "Hitler 
Was Right!" and "Long Live WUNS" rang out along 

.• London streets. 

In America, in Washington; D. C., Ameri
can Nazi Party Stormtroopers have picketed the 
British Embassy in protest of the outrageous 
jailing of Colin Jordan. WUNS units in other 
countries will do likewise. 

The clarion call of IN HOC SIGNO 
VINCES has been answered and its echo rum;_ 
bles throughout the world as White men rise 
united and FIGHT ON! 

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY 
Box 1381, Arlington, Va. 


